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Execu?ve Summary
The Memorandum of SeElement between the University of Waterloo and the Faculty
Associa?on of the University of Waterloo, signed on Jan 29, 2018, mandated the establishment
of a Working Group on Salary Structure (WGSS) with the following mandate:
The Vice President Academic and Provost (VPAP) and the President of the Faculty
Associa:on of the University of Waterloo (PFAUW) will together establish a working
group that will inves:gate the exis:ng salary structure (ﬂoors and thresholds) and
recommend adjustments to the structure to promote equitable inﬂuence of the selec:ve
increase system on rela:ve career salary progression of lecturers. The working group
will start their work by 1 March 2018, report to VPAP and PFAUW by 1 November 2018,
with the recommended changes implemented retroac:ve to 1 May 2018.
The WGSS was established by the VPAP and PFAUW comprising two co-chairs and four faculty
members selected by the co-chairs and approved by the VPAP and PFAUW. The members are
listed in Appendix A. The WGSS met 13 ?mes between April and December 2018, totalling over
23 hours. In addi?on, the Co-Chairs met more frequently and substan?ve ?me was spent in the
draXing of models, the running of simula?ons and the prepara?on and review of documents.
This report provides the recommenda?on of the Group.

Recommenda?on

The WGSS recommends that the thresholds eﬀec?ve 1 May 2018 be adjusted as follows.
Rank

Floor

T1

T2

Lecturer

No change

$148,290

$184,909

Clinical Lecturer

No change

$164,800

$201,419

Professorial ranks

No change

$175,779 (no change) $212,398 (no change)

Ra?onale
Annual increases are based on two factors: scale and performance. Scale is a mechanism that
protects salaries from inﬂa?on. It is nego?ated and applies to everyone. Performance-based
increases (that is, selec?ve increases) are determined individually. Scale has a mul?plica?ve
eﬀect (it is a percentage) and performance has an addi?ve eﬀect (it is a dollar amount). Because
scale is mul?plica?ve, the scale eﬀect results in larger dollar amounts later in a faculty
member’s career when salary levels are higher, whereas the magnitude of the performancebased increase does not depend on the precise salary level, but rather depends on thresholds
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that typically correspond to stages in one’s career. The performance based increase will have a
larger propor?onal eﬀect early in one’s career.
The value of the faculty member’s performance-based increase depends on several factors: the
individual’s merit score, their current salary rela?ve to two thresholds, T1 and T2, which diﬀer for
lecturers and professors, and a formula that is based on the collec?on of merit scores within a
faculty. The magnitude of a performance-based increase is reduced when a faculty member
crosses their rank’s T1 and again when the faculty member crosses their rank’s T2.
Crossing thresholds has a signiﬁcant impact on a faculty member’s performance-based increase.
For faculty members hired since 2008 up to the age 32, the ?me from hire to T1 with the current
threshold system is 9.5 years for Lecturers and 15.1 years for Professors. The net eﬀect is that
lecturers and professors who have comparable performance evalua?ons and who work within
the same salary structure have very diﬀerent earnings proﬁles. The increases in a typical
lecturer’s salary are reduced for 5.6 years more than in a typical professor’s career.
To redress this inequity, a Working Group on Salary Structure (WGSS) was created as part of the
2018 salary seElement. The goal of the CommiEee’s recommenda?on is to ensure that lecturers
and professors who start at the same point in their careers and who perform comparably will
have comparable opportuni?es for salary increases. AXer careful considera?on of various
measures of inequity and mechanisms for resolu?on, the CommiEee provided the unanimous
recommenda?on above. The recommenda?on ensures the same ?me between thresholds for
comparable performance.
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Improving Equity

In seeking an “equitable inﬂuence of the selec?ve increase system on rela?ve career salary
progression of lecturers” the commiEee ﬁrst clariﬁed
1. what adjustments were within the scope of the mandate, and
2. what measures of equity should be considered.
A summary of the delibera?ons on these two elements of the mandate is described here.
1. The commiEee discussed what should be viewed as allowable adjustments to the structure.
The exis?ng salary structure was nego?ated (UW/FAUW) as part of the MoA, and the WGSS is
only mandated to “recommend adjustments to the structure.” Substan?al changes to the
structure would be a material change to the MoA, and would imply renego?a?on of its terms;
this would exceed the mandate of the WGSS. Thus, the WGSS agreed that its mandate should
be viewed as restric?ve and technical, meaning that only adjustments to the values of the
thresholds and ﬂoors could be considered within the mandate.
2. The WGSS noted that the measure of equity that is used would inﬂuence which solu?on it
deems best for equitable progression within the salary structure. Three dis?nct measures of
equity formed the principles behind any proposed solu?ons. These are: Equal Time to
Thresholds (Parallel Lines), Equal Thresholds (Uniform Threshold), and Equal Threshold
Propor?ons.
The commiEee established the following criteria to be met by any resolu?on proposed to
address the inequity regardless of measure. The resolu?on must:
• have a statement of the inequity to be remedied,
• explicitly iden?fy principles that address the inequity,
• provide explana?ons that are accessible to all interested par?es,
• comply with the terms of reference of the commiEee,
• be consistent with the exis?ng salary structure,
• have a net cost that is not an onerous burden on the University,
• be seen to improve equity for lecturers and not reduce equity among any employee
group, and
• be poli?cally and ﬁnancially acceptable to FAUW and the Provost.
The CommiEee recognizes that lecturers and professors have diﬀerent career paths and
expecta?ons. Therefore, when the CommiEee evaluated poten?al solu?ons, it did so on the
understanding that equity does not mean everyone must be treated iden?cally. However, if a
speciﬁc principle regarding equity is to be applied, it should be applied consistently over the
en?re employee group unless there is a meaningful basis for diﬀeren?a?on.
In the next subsec?on we describe three poten?al measures of equity and for each measure
outline corresponding solu?ons and provide an illustra?ve case. Subsequently we highlight the
merits and drawbacks for each of these poten?al solu?ons, checking consistency with our
established criteria.
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Three Measures
1. Equal Time to Threshold (Parallel Lines model): The equity concern is that lecturers have
fewer years before hilng thresholds and thus, fewer years before reduced merit
increases take eﬀect. The solu?on is to adjust T1 and T2 for lecturers such that the typical
?me to threshold is the same as in the professorial ranks (all else being equal). This
model is called the Parallel Lines model because the earnings proﬁle of a representa?ve
lecturer will now be parallel to, instead of ﬂaEening or diverging from, that of a
representa?ve professor.
Illustra:ve Case: If Professor A and Lecturer B start at the same ?me, at the average
junior star?ng salary for their rank, and have iden?cal performance evalua?ons, then
they will reach their respec?ve thresholds at the same ?me. An alterna?ve would be to
compare the ?me to threshold from the Floor salary for their rank, but hires are rarely
made at Floor.
2. Equal Thresholds: The equity concern is that faculty sharing the same selec?ve increase
pool should not be treated arbitrarily diﬀerently within the same salary structure. The
solu?on is to use the same thresholds (T1 and T2) for all faculty. Arbitrary is deﬁned here
as diﬀeren?al treatment that is not premised on market-based or other formal valua?on
of work. In such cases, diﬀeren?al treatment may be viewed as a discriminatory wage
selng prac?ce unrelated to produc?vity or value to the ﬁrm/industry.
Illustra:ve Case: If Professor A and Lecturer B start at the same ?me, at the same salary,
and have iden?cal performance evalua?ons, then they will reach their respec?ve
thresholds at the same ?me.
3. Equal Threshold Propor8ons: The equity concern is that the ra?o of terminal salary to
star?ng salary is lower for lecturers than professorial appointments. The solu?on is to
set T1 and T2 such that the ra?o of terminal salary to either the average star?ng salary or
the ﬂoor is the same for lecturers and professors.
Illustra:ve Case: If Professor A and Lecturer B start at the same ?me, at their respec?ve
ﬂoors, then the salaries of A and B when they are at their respec?ve T1 and T2 should
yield the same ra?os of T1/Floor and T2/Floor. As an alterna?ve to ﬂoor, an average
star?ng salary for the respec?ve employee groups can be used. There is no unique
solu?on to this problem.

Considera?ons
1. A major beneﬁt of the parallel lines measure is that it directly addresses concerns raised
during the 2018 bargaining round: that the ?me to threshold is signiﬁcantly shorter for
lecturers. Lecturers perceive that in addi?on to the lower star?ng salaries (on average),
the current structure imposes an increasing salary gap over ?me.
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It is important to observe that in prac?ce ﬂoors are no longer accurate measures of
star?ng salaries. An evidence-based approach would be to use an es?mated average
star?ng salary for Lecturers and the Professorial stream (in place of ﬂoors) to calculate
the T1 and T2 that generate equal ?me to thresholds.
This version of the equal 8me to thresholds model is the one that the WGSS
recommends. The WGSS, however, cau?ons that average star?ng salaries for Lecturers
and Professorial ranks may increase at diﬀerent rates as market forces shiX. Because the
?me to threshold solu?on was introduced as threshold numbers, as opposed to
threshold formulas, the thresholds will need to be eventually revisited and possibly
readjusted.
2. The Equal Thresholds measure ensures that equally recognized work (that is, iden?cal
merit scores) have equal eﬀect within the salary structure. In other words, people within
the same salary structure should not be treated arbitrarily diﬀerently. This measure also
has the beneﬁt of being the simplest solu?on.
One implica?on of Equal Thresholds is that, on average, Lecturers would then have more
years before they hit thresholds than those in the Professorial ranks. This is a
consequence of the lower average star?ng salary for Lecturers. However, the same is
true for Professors with lower star?ng salaries: they would also have more years before
they hit thresholds than those who started at higher salaries. Given the diﬀerent nature
of two roles, it was unclear to the commiEee if such a measure is equitable.
3. The Propor?onal Thresholds measure corrects toward propor?onal equality. This
equality is present, by design or by happenstance, in the current threshold structure.
Because selec?ve increases are addi?ve rather than propor?onal to salary, income
diﬀerences become propor?onally smaller over ?me. Therefore, depending on threshold
values, a Lecturer with a lower star?ng salary would have a substan?ally higher
terminal-to-star?ng salary ra?o than a Professor with a larger star?ng salary. The
Propor?onal Thresholds solu?on corrects (in part) for the diﬀerence in terminal-to-start
ra?os.
A concern with the Propor?onal Thresholds measure is that it that it applies the
correc?ve measure to Lecturers alone, and not to Professorial track faculty. If we want to
reintroduce propor?onality into an addi?ve system, we should apply the measure within
all classes of faculty, not just one class of hire. This seems beyond the mandate of the
commiEee.
In addi?on to varia?ons on the three classes outlined above, the CommiEee also considered
blending solu?ons. The reasoning underlying a blend is that there is more than one way to
measure equity, so a fair solu?on might be to take the thresholds generated by these models
and choose a reasonable value in between. An advantage is that it takes into account mul?ple
equity concepts. A drawback is that any combina?on of addi?ve and propor?onal structures will
not scale over ?me. As such, the exercise would need to be repeated, and an algorithm
employed each ?me to maintain the equity principles therein.
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One par?cular blending solu?on was considered in some depth. This was to minimize the
combined ?me-to-threshold inequity (Approach 1, Parallel Lines) and terminal-to-star?ng-ra?o
inequity (Approach 3, Propor?onal Thresholds).
Several addi?onal solu?ons were considered, but these typically were a poorer match to our
established criteria. The other candidate solu?ons are itemized in Appendix D.
AXer many long and animated discussions, and with careful scru?ny of models, the unanimous
decision of the commiEee is to recognize the Equal Time to Threshold (Parallel Lines) as the
measure to address.

Calcula?ng T0, T1, and T2
For those unfamiliar with how the salary system works, details are provided in Appendix B.
As previously discussed, the CommiEee agreed that average star?ng salary for junior faculty is
preferred to the ﬂoor for the purposes of selng equal ?me to thresholds. We call this average
star?ng salary T0 and established criteria for its calcula?on.
The WGSS asked IAP to compute the average star?ng salary for three groups (clinical lecturers,
lecturers, professorial ranks), subject to the following criteria.
• Use only the popula?on that has been con?nuously employed as professor or lecturer
and are s?ll employed today (2018).
• Use 2018 dollars. That is, adjust older salaries by an approximate annual inﬂa?on rate of
2%.
• Use star?ng nominal salaries to normalize the salaries of frac?onal load faculty.
• For people hired mul?ple ?mes, use only their ﬁrst appearance in the data set for that
period.
• Use an age at hire of less than 32. This is a proxy for early career, since a small number of
senior hires could signiﬁcantly aﬀect the average star?ng salary.
These calcula?ons were performed over two types of ?meframes, a longer window (2008 to
2018), and a sequence of ﬁve-year windows (2008-2012 to 2014-2018). The WGSS decided to
average over all ?me periods. This average is
T0 = $79,401 for lecturers,
T0 = $106,890 for professors.
Given these data, we computed a new value of T1 for lecturers in the following manner:
•
•
•

The thresholds for professorial ranks were leX unchanged.
The distance D1 = T1 – T0 was computed for professorial ranks using T0 as above. Given
that the 2018 T1 for professors is $175,779, then D1 = $68,889.
This distance was used to compute T1 = T0 + D1 for lecturers, hence
T1 = $79,401 + $68,889 = $148,290.
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For clinical lecturers, the popula?on is so small that no comparable data was available to IAP.
The commiEee then seEled on the informa?on available, that using old thresholds, T1 for
clinical lecturers is 60% of the way from T1 for lecturers to T1 for professors. The same formula is
applied to the new T1, hence
T1,CL = T1,Lect + 60% (T1,Prof - T1, Lect) = $164,800
Similarly, we computed a new value of T2 for lecturers and clinical lecturers in the following
manner:
•
•

The distance D2 = T2 – T1 = $36,619 was computed for professorial ranks
This distance was used to compute T2 = T1 + D2 for lecturers and clinical lecturers, using
T1 determined as described above.

So we obtain

T2,Lect = T1,Lect + D2 = $148,290 + $36,619 = $184,909, and
T2,CL = T1,CL + D2 = $164,800 + $36,619 = $201,419.

Note that T0 is not intended to become part of the MoA with this recommenda?on. Rather, it is
a number created to assist in the computa?on of T1 and T2. We provide our calcula?ons here for
transparency and to provide a basis for future calcula?ons, should a similar founda?on be
desirable.
This solu?on complies with the terms of reference of the WGSS, is consistent with the exis?ng
salary structure, has explicitly iden?ﬁed principles and accessible explana?ons, improves equity
for lecturers without reducing equity for others, and is both poli?cally and ﬁnancially viable.

Impact: Cost to the Ins?tu?on

To provide an idea of cost to the ins?tu?on, we studied two scenarios:
• the recommended model (where the ranges [T0, T1] and [T1, T2] are of the same length
for professors and lecturers), labeled in this sec?on RM, and,
• the uniform threshold model (where the current T1 and T2 for professors apply to all
members of faculty), labeled in this sec?on UTM.
Both models are compared to current prac?ce. The Uniform Threshold Model is the most costly
of all the op?ons considered; hence, it provides a clear upper bound for any other system
where the thresholds of professors are ﬁxed.
For a ﬁrst approxima?on of an upper bound to cost, imagine that all lecturers currently in the
system are con?nuing lecturers, that no one plans to re?re in the next 10 years, and that the
UTM is used. Of that popula?on, 49 currently have a salary between T1 and T2, with a
contribu?on to the SIPs of 0.5SIU, and 17 currently have a salary above T2, with a contribu?on
of 0.25SIU. Under the UTM, all but one are below T1, and thus each contribute a full SIU to the
SIPs, adding an addi?onal 36.75SIU = $147,147 to the annual budget. This is equivalent to an
increase in 0.07% in year one for the salary mass of the whole popula?on ($197,605,693 in
2018), or an increase in 0.6% in year one for the salary mass of the lecturer popula?on
($23,646,174 in 2018).
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The WGSS has performed simula?ons using the following assump?ons.
• The star?ng popula?on is the 1 May 2018 popula?on.
• The 7 Clinical Lecturers are treated as Lecturers.
• All Lecturers are treated as Con?nuing Lecturers.
• Individuals do not leave the University before age 63, and their probability of re?rement
every year is determined using Ontario-wide sta?s?cs obtained from IAP.
• The popula?on is stable. That is, every re?ree is replaced immediately by a new hire of
the same rank and in the same faculty with random age, salary, and merit.
• Feathering is not implemented.
• OPA and anomaly correc?ons are not implemented.
Under this simula?on scheme, the table below shows the yearly addi?onal cost to the salary
mass of the Recommended Model. The graph next to it represents the same informa?on (in red,
lower curve), and provides for comparison the upper bound on cost given by the Uniform
Threshold Model (in blue, upper curve).

Year aWer
implementa8on

Addi8onal
cost that year

1

$115,149

2

$128,387

3

$137,579

4

$139,060

5

$150,250

6

$156,928

7

$160,416

8

$164,221

9

$162,135

10

$158,377

15

$90,924

20

$21,486

25

-$1,049

30

-$16,644

By way of comparison, the Salary Anomaly exercise of 2016 injected, in its ﬁrst year, an
addi?onal $2,905 to the salary of 344 women, resul?ng in an addi?on of $999,320 to the salary
mass on 1 May 2016. The WGSS recommenda?on takes six years to add a similar amount.
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Avoiding Harm

Any change in thresholds has the poten?al to alter the various Facul?es’ SIPs. When it does, this
change also aﬀects the individual adjusted-R scores. For a given Faculty, the SIP and the sum of
the individual adjusted-R scores are the numerator and denominator in the dollar value Mfac of
an increase corresponding to a merit score of adjusted-R = 1. Because both the numerator and
denominator are aﬀected diﬀerently, the value Mfac could in theory vary substan?ally. In
prac?ce, the change is predicted to be immaterial, in the range $0 to $150 depending on the
faculty. Since Mfac values vary between $2300 and $2600, this represents a change of the order
of 0% to 5% .
If one considers the impact long term, one natural ques?on is whether the evolu?on of that
value Mfac, could be detrimental to individuals. The graphs below show the diﬀerence between
this quan?ty obtained under the RM and the current threshold prac?ce obtained in simula?on
(the y-axis is the simulated change, in dollars, and the x axis represents years). The red dots
represent the minimal value obtained over all simula?on runs, while the blue dots represent the
average, with error bars signaling the standard devia?ons. The diﬀerence is immaterial.

Appendix A: Working Group Membership
In alphabe?cal order by last name:
Co-Chairs
Benoit Charbonneau (Associate Professor, Faculty of Mathema?cs) represen?ng FAUW
Stephen WaE (Dean, Faculty of Mathema?cs) represen?ng the UW administra?on
Members
Laura Deakin (Lecturer, Faculty of Sciences)
Jason Grove (Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering)
Steven Furino (Lecturer, Faculty of Mathema?cs)
Kate Rybczynski (Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts)

Appendix B: Salary Increase Mechanism at Waterloo
Annual increases are based on two factors: scale and performance. Scale is a mechanism that
protects salaries from inﬂa?on. It is nego?ated and applies to everyone. Performance-based
increases (that is, selec?ve increases) are determined individually. Scale has a mul?plica?ve
eﬀect (it is a percentage) and performance has an addi?ve eﬀect (it is a dollar amount). Because
scale is mul?plica?ve, the scale eﬀect results in larger dollar amounts later in a faculty
member’s career when salary levels are higher, whereas the magnitude of the performance!9

based increase does not depend on the precise salary level, but rather depends on thresholds
that typically correspond to stages in one’s career.
The value of the faculty member’s performance-based increase depends on several factors: the
individual’s merit score, their current salary rela?ve to two thresholds, T1 and T2, which diﬀer for
lecturers and professors, and a formula that is based on the collec?on of merit scores within a
faculty. The magnitude of a performance-based increase is reduced when a faculty member
crosses their rank’s T1 and again when the faculty member crosses their rank’s T2.
For clarity, we outline below how the performance-based increase is calculated and how it is
aﬀected by thresholds.
First, a selec?ve increase pool (SIP) is determined for each of the six facul?es at the University
of Waterloo. The SIP is based on the University-wide Selec?ve Increase Unit (SIU) mul?plied by
the number of faculty members adjusted according to their posi?on rela?ve to the thresholds.
Lelng n0, n1, and n2 be the number of faculty members with salary below T1, between T1 and
T2, and above T2, respec?vely, then the SIP is calculated for each faculty (SIPfac) by

SIPfac = (1.0n0 + 0.5n1 + 0.25n2) × SIU .
The SIPfac is then distributed as salary increases based on performance. First, adjusted
performance ra?ngs Radj are computed for each faculty member based on their actual
performance ra?ng and modiﬁed depending on their salary (S) rela?ve to the thresholds T1 and
T2. The formula for Radj is provided below.

Radj = max(0,R − A)

A = 0.0,
A = 0.75,
A = 1.25,

where

if
if

S < T1,
T1 < S < T2,
S > T2 .

if
Then a value of Mfac (the Selec?ve Increase for Radj = 1.0) is computed for each faculty. It is the
selec?ve increase pool divided by the sum of adjusted performance ra?ngs for all faculty
members. That is,

Mfac =

SIPfac

∑fac Radj

.

Lastly, the calcula?on for an individual faculty member of their new salary S1 on 1 May based on
their old salary S0 on 30 April is inﬂuenced by the scale increase for the year, their own Radj and
their faculty’s Mfac.

S1 = S0 × (1 + I ) + Radj × Mfac

An excep?on to this formula, called feathering, is used when the passage from the previous
year’s salary to the next year’s salary crosses thresholds. For all simula?ons used in this report,
this feathering is ignored.
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An addi?onal 15% of each SIP is available to each Faculty in two parts: 10% goes as Outstanding
Performance Awards, and 5% as anomaly correc?ons.
Details of the process can be found in Ar?cle 13 of the Memorandum of Agreement between
the Faculty Associa?on of the University of Waterloo and the University of Waterloo (available
at: hEps://uwaterloo.ca/secretariat/documents-poten?al-interest/memorandum-agreementuw-fauw). FAUW has also produced a primer explaining the structure of the salary system and
the periodic nego?a?ng process (available at: hEps://uwaterloo.ca/faculty-associa?on/
informa?on-faculty/faculty-guide-working-waterloo/faculty-salaries-waterloo).
I don’t understand the math. Can you provide a simple example of how our salary increases
work, and how thresholds aﬀect salaries for lecturer and professorial rank faculty members in
our current system?
To understand how scale, merit-based increase, and thresholds aﬀect earnings, consider two
hypothe?cal people, Professor A and Lecturer B, who have just begun their careers in the same
faculty at Waterloo. Professor A’s star?ng salary is $100,000 and Lecturer B’s star?ng salary is
$80,000. AXer their ﬁrst year suppose they both receive the same performance evalua?on of 1
(for simplicity) and this score results in a merit-based increase of $4,000 each (since their merit
is the same). Assuming a nego?ated scale increase of 2%, the scale increase is $2,000 for
Professor A and $1,600 for Lecturer B. Their salaries aXer the ﬁrst year are $106,000 and
$85,600, represen?ng increases of 6% and 7% respec?vely. The reason that the annual
percentage increases are not iden?cal is that the merit-based increase, $4,000, is a greater
propor?on of Lecturer B’s salary than of Professor A’s salary. This system generates accelerated
propor?onal growth for early career faculty members has been a deliberate eﬀect of the
nego?ated salaries at Waterloo for decades.
Now consider Professor A and Lecturer B aXer 9 years. Again, suppose that they have had
iden?cal performance evalua?ons of 1 over their en?re career and that the expected increment
for performance is now $6,000. The thresholds for lecturers and professors, which are not the
same, now come into obvious eﬀect for these individuals. Lecturer B will have crossed threshold
1 for lecturers and Professor A will not have crossed threshold 1 for professors. Lecturer B will
only receive $1,500 of the selec?ve increase while Professor A will con?nue to receive the full
value of $6,000. In fact, using the exis?ng pool of employees, this diﬀerence in reward for
iden?cal performance will con?nue un?l year 16 when Professor B crosses threshold 1 for
professors.

Appendix C: Background
History of Thresholds

While ﬂoors have existed in the salary structure since at least 1962, thresholds were introduced
in 2001 with the nego?a?on of Ar?cle 13 of the Memorandum of SeElement. Prior to 2001,
salary increases were based on a progress-through-the-ranks scheme governed by Policy 11.
The following context and ra?onale for crea?ng the threshold system were provided by
members of the 2001 MoA Ar?cle 13 joint draXing commiEee.
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In the 1980s and mid-1990s, hiring was only at the ﬂoor (F). Faculty members had their salary
move up by scale and a selec?ve increment depending on their performance. Once their salary
reached 2.2F, their salary was increased by scale and half the selec?ve increment, and then at
2.5F their salary was increased only by scale, that is their performance no longer inﬂuenced
their salary.
In the 1990s, it became customary to hire at 1.75 to 1.8 ?mes the ﬂoor (F). Professors would
then get to 2.2F within a few years. The new threshold model was introduced with the inten?on
of giving a con?nuing incen?ve to senior people. The original values of T1 and T2 were set at
2.2F and 2.5F. It was the inten?on that T1 should be reached mid-career, and T2 closer to the
end of one’s career.
Con?nuing lecturers were not very common at the ?me nor were they expected to become
common. Consequently, not much ?me was spent considering the consequences of the
separate thresholds set for lecturers. There was historical precedent to set the Lecturer ﬂoor as
a frac?on of the Assistant Professor ﬂoor (roughly 78%), and thresholds were created at the
same frac?on.
All thresholds were adjusted signiﬁcantly upwards in 2004 in recogni?on that star?ng salaries
were higher in some facul?es than others and therefore T1 and T2 were reached much faster in
those facul?es with higher average star?ng salaries. The increase in thresholds also addressed
some reten?on issues. The 2004 change was not formulaic, and conformity to what was in place
was deemed important, so the changes to F, T1, and T2 were done using the same ra?o for all
ranks.
Another signiﬁcant change to thresholds was signed into eﬀect with the 2015–2018 MOS, which
boosted the progression of the thresholds from scale to scale + 2%. The table below shows all
changes to ﬂoor and thresholds, with any change not equal to scale coloured.
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Lecturers at the University of Waterloo

The University of Waterloo has ﬁve ranks for Faculty Members under the purview of its faculty
associa?on, FAUW. They are: Lecturer, Clinical Lecturer, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor,
and Professor.
The years 2000 and 2001 saw both the adop?on of Ar?cle 13 of the MoA and of Policy 76. At
that ?me, lecturers were uncommon. In fact, regarding the Con?nuing Lecturer Appointment
type (an ongoing and permanent appointment type), Policy 76 then stated and s?ll states
through its mul?ple revisions: “These posi?ons are understood to be unusual and oﬀered only
in special circumstances.” Policy 76 is currently under revision, in part to account for the fact
that lecturers and con?nuing lecturers are no longer rare. In fact, as of November 2018, 7% of
faculty members are con?nuing lecturers, and an addi?onal 10% are lecturers on deﬁnite-term
contracts.
The popula?on of lecturers amongst faculty members has grown from 8% in 2009 to now 17%
in 2018.
May 1st of year

# Lecturers

# Faculty members

%

2009

74

979

8%

2013

129

1108

12%

2014

132

1123

12%

2015

150

1171

13%

2016

167

1213

14%

2017

172

1215

14%

2018

200

1256

16%

2018 (November)

224

1321

17%

[…]

Faculty-speciﬁc demographics as of 1 May 2018 are provided below.
AHS

ARTS

ENG

ENV

MATH

SCI

Total

# Lecturer

11

61

36

5

61

26

200

# Professors

66

257

282

81

193

177

1,056

Total

77

318

318

86

254

203

1,256

14%

19%

11%

6%

24%

15%

16%

% of Lecturer
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Start of Career Comparison

Faculty members at the start of their careers as Associate Professors and Lecturers share
teaching and service du?es. Both ranks also pass through a velng process before an individual
aEains permanent employment. Their average merit score for the evalua?on year 2017 are
respec?vely 1.60 and 1.59. By comparison, full professors have an average merit score for the
same period of 1.69. Yet their salaries’ rela?on to their respec?ve thresholds T1 and T2 are very
diﬀerent, as seen in the following table. We observe that no associate professor has their salary
above T2 while many lecturers do. In other words, few professors, but many lecturers are
experiencing reduced salary progression.
Lecturers

Assistants/Associates Associates only

% below T1

67%

91%

86%

% between T1 and T2

24%

9%

14%

% above T2

9%

none

none

Average Age

46

44

48

Appendix D: Alterna?ves Considered
The commiEee considered a number of alterna?ve scenarios. These alterna?ves are listed
below. All were ruled out because they did not sa?sfy one or more of the criteria listed in the
Improving Equity sec?on or were deemed imprac?cal in implementa?on.
1. No change in the salary structure.
2. No thresholds.
3. A change to the ﬂoor.
4. Change only the distance from T1 to T2.
5. Use of a con?nuous rather than discrete SIU weight.
6. Separate salary pools.
7. Diﬀerent SIU vales based on rank.
8. Use individual ?mes to thresholds rather than common thresholds.
9. All salary increases constructed as a percentage of exis?ng salary.
10. All salary increases constructed as addi?ve to the exis?ng salary.
11. Eliminate merit based increases.
12. Eliminate scale.
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